Franklin Evans: The Studio as Episteme
Raphael Rubinstein
Every artist, every writer, every practitioner in any creative field,
assembles a pantheon of predecessors and contemporaries. The art-gods
given a place of honor in such aesthetic temples can be welcome
influences or potent adversaries, they can be figures to emulate, or foils
to rebel against, or all these things at once. Various models have been
theorized to describe how such relationships function. In his influential
1919 essay “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” T.S. Eliot argued that
a poet’s full engagement with literary tradition entailed a process of
depersonalization: “What happens is a continual surrender of himself as
he is at the moment to something which is more valuable. The progress
of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of
personality.” A little more than a half century later, Harold Bloom, in
his 1973 book The Anxiety of Influence, depicted the dialogue with
one’s predecessors as an agon, a Freudian battle for psychic and artistic
dominance, that often hinges on intentional misreadings.
The same year Bloom’s book was published, Philip Guston, by then
deep into his late figurative period, created Pantheon, a medium-size
oil on panel painting of a lightbulb and a tiny canvas on an easel
surrounded by the names of the artists who had nourished him:
Masaccio, Piero, Giotto, Tiepolo and de Chirico. Of course, Guston had
many more influences, many more inspirations, than these five Italian
artists. We know, for instance, that he loved the work of Max
Beckmann and that Sung-era Chinese painters were his supreme ideal,
but in no other painting is he so explicit about his artistic debts.
If Eliot portrays tradition as a means of escaping from the self and
Bloom argues for influence as a tense struggle, Guston expresses
something more like gratitude and love for the artists who inspired him.
Franklin Evans, an artist who has long grappled with questions of
tradition and influence, avails himself of all these approaches. In his
anthological paintings and installations woven from countless arthistorical citations he subsumes his own identity into the visual heritage
of the past (and present), confronts questions of originality and

innovation and, last but not least, invokes the artists in his own
pantheon with an intensity that borders on obsession.
Like all of us, Evans inhabits a culture increasingly defined by its
networks of innumerable, instantly available images. As a painter, that
is, someone who produces unique analog objects that belong to a
medium with roots in the pre-digital, pre-Internet, indeed, prephotographic culture, Evans has a choice whether to reject or embrace
current technological realities. There are many painters who define
painting as a mode of resistance to the visual overload of digital media,
while others rejoice in painting’s ability to assimilate new visual
languages and technologies. Evans partakes of both stances: he is at
once an upholder of painting’s traditions (it’s hard to think of another
contemporary as deeply enmeshed in art history) and an innovator
guiding (or dragging?) this venerable medium into the 21st century.
As one becomes involved in recognizing (or failing to recognize) the
myriad borrowed motifs in one of Evans’s tightly packed compositions,
it is easy to miss a crucial point: Evans’s paintings actually look
nothing like the work of the artists he is citing. His canvases might be
rich with details from Matisse, Bonnard and other modern masters and
from accomplished contemporaries such as Laura Owens and Kerry
James Marshall, but taken as a whole, in what might be an extreme
instance of Bloomian “misreading,” the paintings bear little or no
resemblance to any of the artists they reference. Instead, they offer
patchwork compositions that often resemble crazy quilts or messy
desktops. (The only artist who immediately comes to mind when I look
at an Evans painting as a totality is Edouardo Paolozzi, whose collagebased screenprints of the 1960s bear an uncanny resemblance to some
of Evans’s paintings--I say “uncanny” because until very recently
Evans was unaware of Paolozzi’s work.) It is, thus, in the structure of
the paintings--and in the organization of Evans’s studio and installation
environments--that we encounter the essence of his work.
***
As we look at Evans’s paintings our usual habits of viewing and
categorizing can fall short. The paintings are not solely abstract nor

solely figurative; compositionally, they are neither exclusively
relational nor all-over; many of them contain more visual information
than we can assimilate, more citations than we can trace, more crossreferences and juxtapositions than we can keep track of, more stylistic
diversity (from geometric abstraction to trompe l’oeil, and everything
in between) than we can make sense of. Nor does it help that many of
the images are positioned upside down or sideways in kaleidoscopic
jumbles. We also have to contend with how Evans embraces what he
calls “provisional studio processes” by basing his paintings and
installations on the teeming temporary arrangements of taped-together
collage material he creates on the walls and floors of his studio. All of
this results in a marvelous instability that requires constant adjustment
on the part of the viewer.
Rather than trying to parse these works in relation to painting alone, we
need to expand our scope to encompass video, film, installations and
the sprawling wilds of social media. In 2014, Evans presented an
ambitious well-received exhibition titled “Painting as Supermodel” at
Ameringer McEnery Yohe Gallery in New York. While the primary
reference for this show was Yve-Alain Bois’s 1986 essay “Painting as
Model,” Evans was looking at models outside of the medium of
painting. During a 2013 interview in The Brooklyn Rail, he mentioned
his interest in the speed and “discontinuous focus” of Ryan Trecartin’s
mid-2000s work and the “multi-viewed” effect of installations by Jon
Kessler and Yayoi Kusama. More recently, he has felt a strong affinity
with the work of Arthur Jafa, specifically his rapid-fire video Apex
(2013). Evans’s willingness to look beyond painting has resulted in a
powerful cross-fertilization of mediums.
A different kind of extra-painting references appear in some of his new
paintings in the form of sculptural imagery, chiefly classical busts and
precolumbian heads. Intentionally or not, the scattered, fragmentary
heads evoke the ritualistic practice among the Mixtec and other
Mesoamerican peoples of intentionally breaking apart and discarding
fired-clay figurines. As well as reminding us of the debt that Western
modernism owes to non-Western cultures, and positioning the painting
as a kind of archeological dig, the presence of this Mesoamerican
imagery is also a reference to Evans’s own Mexican heritage.

Further close looking uncovers allusions to current politics, for
example an “I Voted” sticker (surrounded by a Kusama Infinity Net
painting) just a few inches away from a portrait of Martin Luther King.
As usual, the paintings are littered with the signatures of other artists.
(One could write an entire essay on how Evans deploys signatures.)
Provocatively, Evans pursues autobiographical content via appropriated
images. Sometimes this can be a covert operation, as in a recent
painting referencing only works from the Figge Museum in Davenport,
Iowa, which Evans frequented when he was a grad student at the
University of Iowa. As usual Evans relishes unexpected juxtapositions,
here planting what looks like a ‘57 Chevy taken from a painting by
local Iowa artist John Shepperd in front of a Matisse detail. Letting no
square inch go to waste, he turns to a Fairfield Porter landscape for the
path of green lawn just in front of the Chevy & Matisse image. A
surprising insert in a painting that is otherwise a joyful remix of
Matisse’s Joie de Vivre and a Cezanne landscape is a grid of X’s from a
napkin drawing by the late Tony Feher (1956-2016), whose signature
with date is also visible, albeit upside down. I never would have
connected Feher and Matisse, but Evans’s painting makes me aware of
their similar love of direct, unadulterated, luminous color. I can also see
why Evans would be drawn to Feher, who was known for, among other
things, incorporating blue painter’s tape into his work.
Among the new paintings are several that feature more open, non-grid
compositions. In one, a ground of large biomorphic shapes from
Matisse cutouts is overlaid with elliptical target motifs, green and red
apples (from Cezanne and Patrick Caulfield), proliferating copies of
Roy Lichtenstein’s 1965-66 portrait of art dealer Holly Solomon, that
strange child’s head from Matisse’s Piano Lesson and other shapes and
images (some from California Abstractionist Frank Lobdell, whom
Evans studied with). There’s a kind of centrifugal energy being
unleashed, threatening to send the elements of the painting spinning off
into adjacent spaces.
In other paintings, Evans depicts a work-in-progress on the floor of his
studio, rendering it as we would see it in a close-up photograph where
the edges seem to fall away. Here more precolumbian motifs appear,

though taken from painted codexes rather than clay figurines. Intensely
patterned, the painting begins to resemble a map. A different kind of
distortion is visible in a group of watercolors where Evans depicts
increasingly pixelated versions of his own paintings.
***
Ultimately, painting is not so much Evans’s medium as it is his subject,
or one of his them. He pays as much attention to the site where his
paintings get made--the studio--as he does to the paintings themselves.
In 2017, he explained in a statement written for his “paintingpainting”
exhibition (also at Ameringer McEnery Yohe) how for the previous
decade he had made “the studio in the round” the subject of his
paintings. Another way to think of the studio in Evans’s work is as,
along with traditional paints and brushes and the inkjet printer that
Evans relies on to print out hard copies of his source images, one of his
primary tools.
Because of Evans’s practice of sourcing images online, some might
think of him as a “post-studio” artist who only needs a laptop and a
highspeed internet connection, but he is emphatically a studio artist.
The conditions of his workspace (its light, its walls and ceiling, its
location, and, perhaps most importantly, its floor) are as crucial to his
art as his choice of canvas size and type of paint are to his
paintings. Another important distinction to make is that rather than
working from digital images, Evans always turns to his printer to make
hard copies before painting them. As he succinctly explains:
“Everything gets printed so I can see it.”
For Evans, the studio is the support that receives material and the frame
that unites it. As such, it is a contemporary mutation of the “flatbed
picture plane” that Leo Steinberg identified in the work of
Rauschenberg and other postwar artists. Like the artists Steinberg
discussed, Evans alludes to “hard surfaces such as tabletops, studio
floors, charts, bulletin boards—any receptor surface on which objects
are scattered, on which data is entered, on which information may be
received, printed, impressed—whether coherently or in confusion.”
(Not surprisingly, Evans is well aware of this affinity: he titled a 2012

show in Milan “flatbedfactum02,” a dual reference to Steinberg and to
Rauschenberg.) Importantly, Evans’s “flatbed” material is by no
means limited to screengrabs of paintings. Along with his everexpanding reservoir of painting details, Evans has corralled documents
from the day-to-day operations of the artworld (gallery press releases),
texts from the domains of literature and art history, photographs of
artists and of his own neatly-ordered bookshelves and various
accumulations of information and data. He has also incorporated sound
into his exhibitions through audio installations of actors reading from
texts that influenced the work on view.
Another useful reference in approaching his work is Daniel Buren’s
essay “Function of the Studio.” It is a mark of changing circumstances
that while Buren proclaimed in 1971 that all his work proceeded from
the “extinction” of the studio, Evans has built a radical painting
practice not on the ruins of the studio but from its repurposed survival.
For Evans, the studio is like a Foucauldian episteme, less a space than a
condition that establishes what it is possible to say within his work.
Clearly there is an archival dimension to Evans’s practice. His
thronging compendia of art history belong to a tradition that
encompasses Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyme Atlas, Walter Benjamin’s
Arcades Project, Gerhard Richter’s Atlas, Christian Boltanski’s Lessons
of Darkness, Fred Wilson’s Mining the Museum and Jean-Luc
Godard’s Histoires du Cinema, to which we could add more recent
contributions by Thomas Hirschhorn, Walid Raad, Tacita Dean, Loren
Munk and Arthur Jafa. We might also add Andre Malraux’s Museum
without Walls--nothing is more Evansian than Maurice Jarnoux’s
famous photograph of Malraux surrounded by the loose pages of his
soon-to-be-published volume of art reproductions, a scene that scholar
Walter Grasskamp refers to as “the book on the floor.” Yet even as we
note Evans’s fluency in this archival discourse, we need to always
recognize the subjective, personal aspects of his work. For all their
precise visual quotations, Evans’s paintings are not “gallery pictures”
in the manner of the 17th century painter David Teniers, nor are they
exercises in “art as critique” in the manner of so many late-20th century
artists. Think of them, rather, as citational self-portraits. Evans’s subtle

fusion of autobiography and appropriation is yet once more instance of
the radically hybrid nature of his project.

FRANKLIN EVANS
Conversation with Greg Lindquist
The Brooklyn Rail, 5 November 2013

In a series of conversations held over the past summer months and into a fall museum
installation, artist Franklin Evans spoke with artist and Art Books in Review editor Greg
Lindquist. The two discussed the relationships of Evans’s process-based painting installations
to Internet media, digital technologies, and the related phenomena of discontinuous focus.
Evans’s solo exhibition timepaths opened at the Nevada Museum of Art on October 5, 2013
and will remain on view until April 20, 2014.

Greg Linquist (Rail): Looking at your studio, with paintings in process on the walls and
floor, I am interested in how your work evolves. How do ideas and paintings change over
time?
Franklin Evans: Take, for example, this six-foot square painting on this wall [pointing
toward a long wall with several large paintings in progress]. It is a smaller canvas in the
center, surrounded by several vertical digital prints, each an enlarged documentation of the
painting on canvas at the center of the piece. This piece started with the small canvas as the
palette on which I mixed paint for other paintings. I then painted on top of the accumulated
ground trompe l’oeil elements such as [faux Polaroid, faux lamination of documentation of
my past watercolors, and the illusion of tape hovering above the surface]. This piece started
as a palette, became a painting, and expanded to an installation while simultaneously
embracing an independent system as a painting-collage from which I am now making the
fully-painted version. I hope to present both side-by-side in the future.
Rail: This notion of mirror image-like copies call to mind Robert Rauschenberg’s “Factum”
paintings, which inspired two consecutive exhibitions you have recently done. Rauschenberg
and also Jasper Johns appear to be important touchstones for your work, though perhaps less
obvious ones.
Evans: Yes, earlier they were faux Polaroid. Now the increase in scale and size of what I’m
printing is taking over, inkjet prints at 17 at 22 inches or larger. It’s amazing what these
printers can do. And then to use that as a source for observation to incorporate into the actual
painting or the painted painting.
Rail: Rauschenberg was obviously using ephemera and the printing processes of his time in
the 1950s. With your work, the nature of the materiality is different and captured in various
manners that suggest the ether of virtual, intangible communications. The virtual field of
computer screens is important to your work. Translating the multiple windows stacked on top
of one another from the inside of a screen into an expanded physical space, in the most nonliteral way possible, seems a goal. What is the nature of thinking in this virtual, decentered
world? Is it about the way that we often lose focus in this world? Every component is
competing for our attention in your installations, which speaks to ways in which we mediate
our external worlds, now more than ever.

Evans: Yes, I am interested in the speed that decenters and destabilizes focus. I think that
Ryan Trecartin, in the context of the mid-2000s, got close to the speed of how discontinuous
focus happens. Although this year in Venice his piece may have been new, it felt surprisingly
slow relative to the present. The pacing within his videos remains remarkably fast, but the
installation felt relatively static.
Rail: Even though your work incorporates the process and the manner in which we now look
at visual images through the mediation of technology, it’s not the predominant medium you
choose.
Evans: No, but I would love to use more technology in my work. Another artist who gets
close to what I would love to do or see is Jon Kessler, but that also feels slow, and not like
my experience on the computer. I work with multiple screens as we have laptops, desktops,
and maybe a second laptop, and it’s all going at once. I think somebody’s going to build an
environment that’s completely surrounded and multiviewed. I don’t think I’ve seen an
installation like Yayoi Kusama’s “Fireflies on the Water” (2002), where she warps
installation space. It’s physical, yet not just a single place. It suggests expansion in its use of
wall, floor, and ceiling. And through the use of mirrors it also suggests the reflective
computer screen, which parallels the virtual realms we now also occupy. I would like to see
the compression of Kusama paired with Trecartin’s speedy video as medium. It may require a
waiver for claim of injury due to dislocation. You could get hurt! Somebody will do this
work I am envisioning, and I hope it’s far beyond a Disney spectacle. Who knows who’s
going to do it?
Rail: So why do you continue to emphasize paint as your medium rather than a technological
media?
Evans: With my work, I am interested in the materiality of painting. I like those kinds of
beautiful painting marks that can be stretched and reinterpreted by digital media. So I
combine inkjet printing in front of the other painted things. The materialness of painting with
the digitally printed matter is so important to how my work evolves.
Rail: You are hybridizing painting and inkjet prints of a photograph of a painting –
Evans: Over a canvas, that then becomes the source for the completion of the object because
I couldn’t have envisioned what that would be like without the materiality of the pigment

print. I couldn’t have painted that from looking at a reflective, shiny screen. I need to see the
scale of it printed. I need to see a blocking of already-painted information alongside its
digitally-altered documentation. It has become more about using these devices to make
paintings that are incorporated into an environment. I could not have envisioned paintings
and environments without materiality.
Rail: You need the physical tactility and the immersive, phenomenological experience of
your body in a space, walking around an object, as well as the objectness of the space itself.
Evans: Yes, it’s the scale of the body to the environment. I think that brings us back to our
previous conversations about Daniel Buren, in a way. I can’t make these paintings without
considering where they’re going to be. I can make them in a studio, but they will look very
different in other environments. If I know in advance that I will be doing a show at a
particular space, it is necessary to consider the light of the space and also its architectural
specificity.
Rail: The specific architectural aspects of an exhibition space are an integral component in
your work.
Evans: When I think of site specifically, the specific location is considered. For example, in
the PS1 Greater New York (2010) exhibition, I was given a room that I didn’t know the
precedent of – that it once enclosed Gordon Matta-Clark’s “Doors, Floors, Doors” (1967).
Colby Chamberlain alluded to that in his review, which I’ve since absorbed. Matta-Clark’s
collapse and expansion of space preceded my parallel consideration in my PS1
“timecompressionmachine” (2010). My ignorance of the room’s history allowed me to
explore the rich content of time again.
I also engage with architectural challenges such as a column blocking a view or my 2014
New York exhibition [forthcoming Ameringer McEnery Yohe] in a space with a beautiful
window. I’m thinking about how I could travel out to the sidewalk without breaking the
window, and how I’d tunnel the light in and possibly negate the immediate seduction of the
window.
Rail: So, the site acts upon your process?
Evans: I’ve been in my studio for 15 years, but I loved moving to the Marie Walsh Sharpe
studios for a year. I didn’t choose that space, but that space allowed and forced me to think

about new ways of working. Maybe it’s from the architecture of it. After my year at Marie
Walsh Sharpe, I recognized my unconscious capacity to absorb and copy. Similarly, without
knowing Rauschenberg and John that well, I’ve absorbed several of their interests and
approaches. Specifically at Marie Walsh Sharpe, I did many crossing compositions, and my
studio view was of Manhattan Bridge entering at a diagonal, intersecting a more frontal
rooftop to create a crossing. I didn’t realize it at the time, but I was impacted by my view and
what I was around. I think the site acts upon me a lot.
But I also act upon it, getting rid of, creating, or using a column, for example, in a different
way to create a new architectural pathway. Last year I made an installation at Lehman
College for the exhibition Space Invaders that referred to Robert Irwin’s 1975 Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago column/room. Through the gesture of tape around the floor of the
room and through the removal of all the art in the room, Irwin highlighted the column in a
room that contained no columns. My columns were constructed of printouts of installation
history and of the other installation artists in the Lehman College exhibition.
We have also talked about the DECENTER (2013) exhibition at the Abrons Art Center – the
100-year anniversary of the Armory Show. My contribution “bluenudedissent” (2013) was a
piece that was driven by the premise of the show. Making a piece about artists now and then,
100 years after the 1913 Armory show.
Rail: Do you think people appreciate it differently because there was a theme you had to
incorporate?
Evans: Yes, I used images from art history that I would mostly not have explored at that
time. I wouldn’t have looked up all those artists to make an artwork; I wouldn’t have looked
up the legacy of the Armory. It was almost like an assignment [laughs] and this sounds really
stupid – an assignment that I carried out – but the piece ended up being really interesting. It
is something I need to think about more and I have yet to build upon. For DECENTER, I
received an architectural gift of installing in and around a somewhat awkward wraparound
staircase with a central vitrine. The location and function of the stairs ended up being
amazing – the center of the show.
Rail: The center of the decentered show? [Laughter.]
Evans: Exactly! And you havd to walk around it to experience it physically and texturally.

Rail: Well, discussing site-specificity brings to mind not only Daniel Buren but also Robert
Smithson, who has been a formative influence on you. Can you say something about how he
influenced your thinking and work?
Evans: Smithson has had a link to a lot of us – think about videos of him cagily discussing
ideas and images of him walking on “Spiral Jetty” (1970). The library piece I built –
the trompe l’oeil library “felibrary2012to1967” (2012) – was born out of finding the index of
Smithson’s library.
Rail: From the 2005 Robert Smithson retrospective catalog?
Evans: Yes. I also did a Smithson version by trying to find the highest resolution image of
the cover of each book on the Internet, attempting to use the appropriate edition. But
sometimes I couldn’t find the appropriate edition and my library was born out of that lack.
Rail: But it wasn’t only his library of books; it was also his record collection, containing an
array of influences from Black Sabbath to Waylon Jennings. Some of Jennings’s songs were
used in a video finished by Nancy Holt in 2004 from their 1968 trip to Mono Lake.
Evans: Yes, this amazing collection raises a lot of issues about what that means. Is it a
curated project? There’s a link to the idea of things ending through entropy, and a desire to
preserve and extend an idea about Smithson. With his great work “Spiral Jetty” (1970), it is
my understanding that there was no intent to conserve it and we have, as a culture, a desire to
immortalize it.
These contradictions are sexy ideas. How do we set up a situation in our own work that can
explore these ideas? With the limitations of mostly being a studio artist presenting studio as a
subject, I try not to treat the studio preciously. I let paintings live on the floor and erode, I
take pictures of them, and start again. Some of the other stuff I wish I could do is experiment
more with external elements, things that are built outside, and let time happen to them.
There is an entropic aspect of having paintings live on the floor, as well as tiled press
releases of shows you’ve seen. That reminds me of Dorothea Rockburne piece discussed in
the High Times, Hard Times: New York Painting, 1967-1975 exhibition catalog (Independent
Curators International/D.A.P., 2007). David Reed interviewed Dorothea Rockburne about this
piece that was installed on the Bykert Gallery’s parquet floor. In this exhibition, Rockburne
painted the entire floor white to match the walls, thus extending the wall and the ceiling to

the floor. Throughout the exhibition, visitors created a painting with the scuffs of their
footprints, which accumulated over time.
Evans: To reveal the parquet again?
Rail: I don’t know if it went that far. But those marks made by the gallery traffic were an
incredibly entropic act if you assume that an exhibition should remain pristine. This act
evokes our discussion about the processes of the press releases on the floor falling apart
during the course of your exhibitions.
I’m curious how the floor functions in your work. A painting begins in the studio on the floor
and then is moved to the wall, and then maybe back to the floor. Is this another part of the
process of dismantling the picture frame?
Evans: Using press releases to expose the extent to which I explored NYC exhibitions started
as an expansion of the frame. At that time I hadn’t engaged with the floor other than as a
student when I worked on my dorm studio floor. I covered the floor with acrylic paintings. It
was functional the, but I stopped when I got a studio with walls [laughs]. The press releases
were a simple expansion of the frame – the frame of thought and also the visual frame onto
the floor and into the installation space.
Rail: After you complete an installation, do you consider it one whole piece or multiple
pieces that will then be broken apart and distributed?
Evans: At some point, I would love for it all to be one thing some place, not stripped apart.
It’d be really great. Mostly now the parts become isolated into private collections as
paintings or sculptures, or reassembled later with new explorations into the next installations.
Rail: How does the system function as a whole? Is this system porous, and fluid, and
flexible, and permeable, or is it fixed like a singular photographic image?
Evans: It’s more fluid, but there’s some part that wants fixedness. Even though most
everything about what I do and what I’ve been doing is not very fixed. But we’re adaptable!
[Laughs.] When I look at this wall in my studio right now, maybe in two weeks it’ll be
different.

Rail: What will happen with your installation at the end of the timepaths exhibition at the
Nevada Museum of Art? Can you talk about how you have approached the massive scale and
size of this museum space?
Evans: The installation is at a significantly larger scale than I have ever worked, particularly
because several walls are around 30 feet tall. One wall is 39 feet wide by 28 feet tall. As a
part of the installation, this wall becomes my largest painting to date. I usually do scale
studies for exhibitions on the computer, with the likely layouts of the elements I collage and
build into the space. For this particular wall, I started with the largest painting on canvas
from the studio 144 by 72 inches. I pasted a jpeg of this painting onto my scale study in
Photoshop and immediately recognized how small it was relative to the wall. It forced me to
consider much larger elements: shapes of painted color and forms embedded in the paintings
and also extending from the dislocating architecture of the room (walls that tilted out). I
added four, 5 by 20 feet canvas pigment prints of distorted documentation images of my
library piece, “felibrary2012to1967” (2012). These effectively expanded the visual field to
meet the scale of the room and walls. I am nearing the finish of the installation and it is
remarkable how much the scale study and the photograph of this large wall painting match
up!
I have gained a remarkable material insight into making such large-scale
work. Timepaths ends April 20, 2014, but its future began before its installation. Ideas had
already begun to be explored in my New York studio prior to my travel to Nevada for
installation. Six new paintings began in the later summer, which are not part of this show.
With the knowledge gained from the process of this installation, I will return to my New
York studio to engage with a past – ready to be altered – for my future projects.
www.brooklynrail.org
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by Richard J. Goldstein
BOMB’s Richard J. Goldstein talks generational differences, scale, and what it means to be a New York Artist with
Greater New York artists Sam Moyer and Franklin Evans in this cyber-roundtable.
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Franklin Evans, TIMECOMPRESSIONMACHINE, 2010,
mixed medium, dimensions variable. Greater New York 2010
installation shot at P.S.1.Courtesy of Sue Scott Gallery.

Sam Moyer, Greater New York 2010 installation shot
at P.S.1. Courtesy of the artist.

In just 10 years, MoMA P.S.1 has invited some 376 artists to participate in its Greater New York
exhibitions, and that’s just with three shows between 2000 and 2010. With a little more time
between shows than the biennial, this quinquennial offers a chance for new artists, approaches,
and attitudes in all media to transpire. Looking back at the shows over the decade, one can see
these changes within the New York art community. Though, one thing remains constant and that
is the energy and level of inquiry the artists ground their work upon—installed throughout this
one-time school, a sense of science fair enthusiasm echoes down the halls. Franklin
Evans and Sam Moyer, two participating artists in the 2010 group, both agreed to participate in
an ongoing email dialogue about the exhibition. The contrasts between their work couldn’t be
more striking—Evans’s colorful and cumulative installations exploding with texture and
Moyer’s black and bleached prints on panels with all texture relegated to the surface—but the
casual elegance of both their works has the ability to totally absorb the viewer. They relate their
involvement with an exhibition of this scale and give insight into the position of the often
mythologized New York artist today.

Richard Goldstein What did you think of the show?
Franklin Evans I was impressed by the space that the curators generally allotted to each of the
artists and by their curatorial decisions to emphasize process/performance-oriented work in this
exhibition. Clearly like in any survey exhibition, many vibrant voices are somewhat ignored
(painting), but I absolutely respect the choices of the curators not to dilute their idea by
presenting an all-inclusive sampling of all media. Moreover, I like the idea of bringing in other
voices via the rotating gallery exhibitions in the drawing gallery, which can allow for alternative
ideas regarding what is most relevant and interesting now. Finally, there were several delights for
me to discover in my initial and return visits to the show.
Sam Moyer The show mimics/mirrors a sense of the experience of New York, the living
breathing thing for me. There are parts that are dark and fun, hidden behaviors, interruptive and
interactive noise, things I want to avoid (but I’m glad I know they are there), spots I want to
return to again and visual moments that stick with me. I am speaking generally, but there is an
experiential blanketing effect that works for me. When I walk people through there for the first
time they have a “what just happened…” mind set, but over time it wears off and they start to list
particular things that struck them. Most “out of towners” are fascinated. That seems successful to
me.
RG How did you go about making the selections for the show?
FE Klaus [Biesenbach], Connie [Butler], and Neville [Wakefield] offered me time to develop a
new installation in a single room. They recognized that time was one of the subjects in the
painting/installation language that I have been exploring over the past couple of years, and they
suggested that I consider an installation in the spirit of this process-oriented exploration. I was
excited to have a contained space (single room) in which to develop and reinvestigate processes
that were both familiar and unfamiliar.
SM Well, that was hard for me. Nothing in particular was asked of me other then hearing
through the grape vine that Connie would like some drawings in there. So, I made a little
proposal…and then waited…

So in waiting I just started working and ended up with a smaller version of the piece I originally
proposed, two drawings and a 36-foot sculpture that I kind of sprung on the curators. It all felt
very up in the air until it was in the room, and then all of a sudden was very deliberate.
RG What do the pieces say about your practice as a whole?
FE Timecompressionmachine embodies my two year investigation that allows for a
democratization of object and process. It has a relationship with many past practices, but aligned
with the privileging of the individual, it is both my discarded material and my object
investigation. It is the fullest installation I have done to date in contrast to recent past exhibitions
whereby the processes were more discrete and less consciously intertwined.
SM The installation is a sampling of the different materials and systems I work with, but the goal
was to show the crossover of themes and visual language that they share.
The objects I produce can appear very physically disparate but are always approached with the
same set of concerns and motives. A large part of my practice is returning some power to the
materials, defying their natural or intended use, highlighting their actual nature. Taking away a
little control of the hand in the hand made. The list of themes goes on and on, but I feel like I was
allowed a nice platform to show a body of work that represents my practice as a whole with
pieces that are germane to each other.
RG Scale has always been an important subject of art. What does the exhibition say about the
scale of our generation and of our generation’s work?
FE I am not sure what you are getting at with this question…Are we the Make It Bigger
Generation? I think we are past that (possibly linked to recent economic decline). GNY gave
each artist essentially a single room (as did the Whitney) and yet in both cases, most of the work
did not seem to be about making it big or small. Nothing felt like Richard Serra’sTorqued
Ellipses, Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, or even the maquette for Jeff Koons’ LACMA Train.
The recent economic past may be a harbinger of what’s to come (slow decline of economic
hubris and transition to more moderate lifestyles) and in ways it may be seen in some of the

GNY work. Matt Hoyt’s strange work wonderfully relates (and more than just this) to what I
suggest as the current social attitude digesting the socioeconomic decline of America.
SM The scale of our generation…as in the amount of people? This question is tricky for me. It
makes me think about scale in a sense of importance for some reason. How important is our
generation’s work? How many people does it reach? Do we make big things or small things? I
think that scale is played with in very interesting ways throughout the show. There are sound
pieces that take up huge amounts of space, and video pieces when looped take up infinite
amounts of time. Mariah Robertson’s photo on an entire roll of paper is defined by scale, a lot of
the work is, including my own. I think the show is visually well balanced. I agree with Franklin
that some of the smaller pieces take up the most space.
RG In terms of scale, I guess I wasn’t as specific as I could be with that one…But I was thinking
in terms of numbers, like there are so many artists today whereas in the ‘50s it was noted that the
New York art scene was very small, just a handful. Though, there probably were plenty more
people making work off the radar toiling away—perhaps the critics’ definition of the scene was
very narrow and exclusive then. Maybe today the scale of the scene is a lot bigger and less elite.
The Internet increases the scale, everyone’s in the pool and that’s something specific to this time
I guess. And that changes looking; where to look? Things may be less competitive now because
there are more opportunities for artists, more galleries, and more alternative ways to get the work
out there.
SM I think there is a generation of artists right ahead of me—I’m 27, so let’s say 34–45-ish—
that were able to saddle up on this incredible boom in the art market. It came in stride for a lot of
them, and some just grazed the tail end, but they really showed that it was possible to make a life
out of this. It’s hard and competitive, but possible. Then once the market crashed all the kids that
were waiting around for their turn didn’t just give up. They started amazing DIY things, like
Apartment Show. Of course the Internet and accessibility and the rejection of the idealized
“artist” has broadened the field immensely. Anything goes. In the ‘50s, photography was barely
considered art.

Plus, there is a slower maturation in a lot of ways now. We might know more and be more
worldly than our parents were, but we don’t have the same get married, get a mortgage, have a
baby pressure that they did. We get to stay flexible longer, and that combined with being raised
on ideas of being anything we want to be is a recipe for a lot of people doing what they want.
Which fills the artist quota pretty fast. There are companies like the 3rd Ward in Bushwick that
basically created a “how to be a NY artist” kit, that includes laptops, bikes, studio space, and
lessons on how to build a loft. There is an infrastructure laid out that makes the whole thing more
approachable and fathomable.
RG Sam mentioned a “blanketing effect” in one of her responses. A similar feeling came over
me at the Armory show, but here there is a strong curatorial undercurrent. Is this blanketing
something unique to our time? How does this shape work being made now?
FE I don’t have the same blanketing experience with GNY, certainly not to the extent that I
recently had in watching Chantal Akerman’s La Chambre where the camera is in repeated 360
degree rotation of a room. On the first pass, I was unclear of the specificity of visual and
structural arrangement. My initial experience with GNY (which was a rather cursory view of the
show) led to an immediate understanding of what I was seeing and a clear impression of what I
wanted specifically to explore further. I was later pleasantly surprised that some of what I had
dismissed was far more rewarding than my quick dismissal had allowed for. I don’t think that
what I understand Sam describing as “blanketing” to be specific to this show or to our time. It
could and does happen now (Sam) and at other times (my experience with 1970s Akerman).
SM I didn’t intend for the “blanketing effect” to sound like a suggestion of doldrum-ness, more
of an overarching understanding. Even though the works are all very different there is an overall
thread that links everything, making the show feel connected. I also finished that statement by
saying that after the overwhelming feelings of having seen so many different things at once
passes, specifics start to pop up. It is the kind of exhibition I need to go back to a couple of times.
As far as “blanketing effects” in general, the thing I was getting at is that you don’t want to fall
into the trend and be pigeonholed or disregarded as another little fish in whatever movement is
being defined. You don’t want to get stuck under the blanket.

Art fairs are not museum shows, they are not trying to do anything as a uniformed group other
than have a successful art fair. The “blanketing effect” there, for me, is just seeing cubicle after
cubicle of people trying to build the same house with a different set of tools.
RG The New York artist is often championed and maligned, ironic and sincere, naive and
clever—an urban legend, that has evolved over time. What kind of picture does the show make
of a New York artist now?
FE NY Artist Now: Championed and Maligned—YES; Ironic and Sincere—YES; an Urban
Legend still evolving—YES; AND more (ambitious, obsessive, multi-media focused, interested
in conceptual reconsideration of the past, process-oriented, mostly reaching outside the
exclusivity of the studio, professional and career attentive).
SM I hope it shows that we are hard workers. That’s what defines a New York artist for me. You
have to work harder here than you would anywhere else. But that’s what makes it good.
RG What makes GNY different than other contemporary youth-centric exhibitions like the
Whitney Biennial and the New Museum’s Younger than Jesus?
FE GNY is more geographically focused, slightly less youth-centric than the age-specific 33
ofYounger than Jesus, but since it is about emerging art, it too is youngish. Whitney seems to
have much less interest in age than in defining what the selected curator champions from the
recent past nationally and sometimes beyond. GNY allows for a wider period in which to assess
emerging work or work of import (past five years), but it still feels weighted toward the more
recent past (past year or two) similar to a Whitney Biennial.
SM The community factor is the separation for me. The specificity of place creating the playing
field. I like that New York plays a neutral and aggressive role in the creation of the show. We all
have that in common. I guess being under 33 is something to have in common…but age is sly, a
location is fact.
RG Emerging isn’t really the word that best locates your careers, perhaps rising…If GNY marks
your career at a beginning, what is the destination for you?

FE It seems like the horizon interminably pushes further into the distance as we pass markers
that used to define that horizon. I plan/hope to be in New York for many years to come.
SM To work until I can’t work anymore. (cross fingers, knock on wood) I’m too superstitious to
say.
At 5:00 pm September 11, 16, and 23, 2010, several performances, on which Franklin Evans
collaborated, will occur at P.S.1.
Richard J. Goldstein is a Brooklyn-based painter and writer.

New Models, Strange Tools
By Raphael Rubinstein
As I sit down to begin this essay I am recalling details from my studio visits to the four artists
in this show. At a certain point in Lydia Dona’s studio—a clean, quiet space in an anonymous
commercial building in midtown Manhattan to which Dona recently moved after many decades
in a much grittier downtown studio—the artist dimmed the lights so that different aspects of
the paintings could emerge. It was startling to me that as the studio turned dark, certain lines
and areas of the canvases began to glow and pulsate, as if the paintings had suddenly become
not objects against a wall, but animate, mutating beings. During my visit to Fabian Marcaccio’s
studio, only a few blocks away from Dona’s but very different in style (more like the headquarters
of some quirky start-up) I noticed how, as we sat looking at his recent work, a 3-D printer across
the studio ran ceaselessly, producing an element that would probably find its way into one of the
artist’s materially unruly paintings. As Marcaccio explained to me the importance of weaving
and knotting the ropes that are the main supports of his paintings, his computer-driven machine
obediently pursued its task, suggesting another level of interweaving: the machinemade and the
handmade.
At Franklin Evans’ studio, in a funky building on the Lower East Side that has seen its share of
recent art history (John Currin and Sean Landers worked there early in their careers), I found
myself having to take off my shoes so that I could, with the artist’s permission, walk over the
canvases-in-progress lying on the floor. More paintings covered the walls from floor to ceiling,
each of them packed with dozens or maybe hundreds of individual images; my visual receptors
were momentarily overwhelmed, not knowing where to start, but then a single small detail, an
image I knew from Matisse but had never dreamt of encountering like this, solicited my attention
and gave me an entry point into Evans’ multifarious array. To arrive at Pedro Barbeito’s Brooklyn
studio involved a walk from the nearest subway through a bleak mixed-use neighborhood no
doubt soon to be snatched up by real estate developers. In the studio, a big aluminum structure,
which at first I took for some temporary architectural fixture, nearly blocked off access to one
end of the space; it was, I learned, part of the work that Barbeito was making for “Dynamic
Pictorial Models.” As the artist spoke to me about his work and process, about his interest in
particle physics and cosmology, about developing new methods of making paintings, he dropped
a reference to something called “strange tools,” a concept he’d found in the writings of American
philosopher Alva Noë. The phrase stayed with me and I think it might be helpful in approaching
not only Barbeito’s work but the exhibition as a whole.

Technology is one of Noë’s central concerns. Defining it very broadly (the book opens with an
account of how breast-feeding can be considered as a technology), Noë describes any “organized
activity” as a technology, including such basic functions as speaking, dancing, singing and
thinking. At a higher level, he argues, these activities are “put on display,” which then allows
them to “loop back” and “reorganize” the primary activity. Thus, choreography reorganizes
dancing, visual art reorganizes picture making, philosophy reorganizes thinking and so forth. It
is these practices, identified in the book as artistic practices, that Noë calls “strange tools.” As
he explains:
“Art is interested in removing tools (in my extended sense) from their settings and thus making
them strange and, in making them strange, bringing out the ways and textures of the embedding
that has been taken for granted. A work of art is a strange tool, an alien implement. We make
strange tools to investigate ourselves.”i
In Barbeito’s work, there is a great deal of removing things from their original contexts, especially
from the realm of science. The large circular element in Collision Chamber RT (2015-2016) was
inspired by the satellite dishes used in radio astronomy; it can also be seen, the artist explains,
as a cross section of a particle collider such as the Hadron collider at CERN in Switzerland. This
is also the source for the black sculptural element, created with a 3-D printer, visible through
the apertures in the white disk, which is, in fact, canvas stretched on a circular wood support.
Arrayed across the surface of this shaped painting are relief images from these and other Big
Science marvels, both ancient and modern. Many of the finely detailed motifs visible in Barbeito’s
work are created with an unusual “pen” invented by the artist (speaking of strange tools) that he
uses to extrude paint in precisely controlled lines.
It isn’t only science that inspires Barbeito: his work also grapples with the legacy of radical
postwar art, including Lucio Fontana’s revelation that the space between the surface of the
painting and the wall it hangs must also be the territory of painting, and Robert Smithson’s
vision of the artist as a sci-fi fantasist and cosmic cartographer. By inserting an openwork, and
subtly crystalline, aluminum structure between the canvas and the wall (it is inspired by the
kinds of scaffolding and support structures found in science labs, radio telescopes and airports),
Barbeito dramatically expands the interstitial zone pioneered by Fontana. As we engage with
Barbeito’s work, our attention has to constantly toggle between binary pairings: the micro and
the macro, subatomic particles and distant stars, painting and sculpture, the visible and the
invisible. Then, at a certain point, all these oppositions are subsumed into his, and our own,
larger project: the visual embodiment of knowledge.

Baroque, entropic, riddled with images of violence and eroticism, throbbing with high-key,
artificial color—at first glance the work of Fabian Marcaccio seems impossibly distant from
Barbeito’s architectonic, neatly executed, perfectly calibrated, white-on-white constructions.
What these two artists share, however, is significant. Like Barbeito, Marcaccio has over the
decades ceaselessly incorporated new technology into his work, inventing his own set of strange
tools and diverting existing devices to his equally strange ends. I would also argue that both
artists have a strong relationship to Fontana, evident, chez Marcaccio, in the constant breakingup of the support and the resulting activation of the real space behind it. On the subject of postwar
Italian art, Marcaccio is, it seems to me, one of the contemporary artists who has engaged
most directly and most radically with the legacy not only of Fontana but also of Alberto Burri.
In Marcaccio’s paintings—these tense, gnarly webs of ropes and bungee cords bristling with
glistening globs of paint and 3-D printed pseudo artifacts—it’s as if Burri’s burlap bags have
been subjected to a regime of steroids and human growth hormone. But, importantly, Marcaccio
does not stop at abstract materiality: his paintings are thoroughly (and literally) enmeshed in the
realm of images, especially images that the mainstream media finds hard to tolerate. Sometimes
explicitly foregrounded, sometimes slow to emerge, bodies and figures, nearly always charged
with socio-political content, are ever-present in his work. In Scientologists (2016), for instance,
we see the spectacle of actor and Scientology follower Tom Cruise receiving a medal from one
of his co-religionists (both figures rendered as disintegrating waxwork effigies). More than any
other contemporary painter, Marcaccio relies on paradox, a cascade of conceptual reversals and
physical contradictions. Simultaneously pre-digital and post-digital, Marcaccio’s “paintants”
imply that the medium has undergone a major genetic mutation, as indeed it has.
Confronted with one of Franklin Evans’ wall-floor-ceiling installations, or with a single painting
such as the recent artasmodel (2016), even casual viewers will notice how the artist has seeded
his work with references to other artists. For the last couple of years, Evans has been largely
focused on works by Matisse (especially The Romanian Blouse, 1939-1940), though additional
escapees from art history are beginning to infiltrate his work (he seems to be scrambling the
rhythmic grids of Mondrian’s New York City paintings). Defying those who believe that selfreferential, critique-driven art should remain at a safe remove from any kind of visual hedonism,
Evans offers explosive fields of color, line and shape at the same time as he engages in deep
conceptual conversations.

In recent works, which continue to employ proliferating grids that reside somewhere between
the vernacular tradition of quilting and a computer screen taken over by a virus that keeps
opening an infinity of new windows, Evans engages canonical texts by Barbara Rose, Thomas
Lawson, Yve-Alain Bois and others (including the present author) by painting into his own
work images of paintings referenced by those critics. An equal-opportunity appropriator,
Evans frequently cannibalizes his own work, reusing parts of previous installations (which
here includes painting onto recycled fragments of his 2013 installation at Ameringer McEnery
Yohe Gallery). Recontextualizing the hetero-erotic stance of Matisse with an array of boldly
homoerotic images, Evans, for all his evident love of art history, does not respect the authority
of the masterpiece. When, in 2013, New York’s Museum of Modern Art mounted an exhibition
titled “Inventing Abstraction: 1910-1925,” many observers accused the museum of arrogance
and ethnocentrism for its apparent disregard of widespread nonwestern traditions of abstract
art that flourished for many millennia before 1910. One of the strongest critiques came from
poet Charles Bernstein in an essay titled “Disfiguring Abstraction.” Rereading Bernstein’s text
the other day, I was struck by a passage that seems to perfectly crystallize the mood of liberty
and permission pervading Evans’ work: “No one owns art history: not the artist, not viewers, not
scholars, not critics, not museums. Not even art.” ii
A deep engagement with art history has long been central to the work of Lydia Dona, yet she
is also an artist who is keenly alert to the actual world around her, especially to the volatile
nexus of technology, biology and politics. Since the early 1990s, Dona has been crucial to the
development of a philosophically-grounded project (she was one of the first painters to draw
on the writings of Gilles Deleuze) to redefine painting as a medium of open discourse rather
than as, say, formalist exercise, nostalgic recuperation or conceptual illustration. But while her
paintings deploy tropes and techniques lifted from specific historical moments (the soaked/
stained ground of Color Field painting, the drip of Abstract Expressionism, the strict geometry of
Constructivism and Minimalism, the Bachelor Machines of Duchamp), she never falls into
stylistic eclecticism, or superficial quotation. Clearly, her painterly abilities help protect her
from indulging in artistic clichés, but of equal, or perhaps greater importance, is the fact that
her art seeks to confront the conflict-riven contemporary world that all of us inhabit. The linear
shapes that drift across her canvases are not simply signs of “the hand,” or exercises in
biomorphic drawing, but precise images torn from the technical schematics that determine so
much of our existence, often invisibly.

This is stuff from the real world of factories, laboratories, hospitals and urban infrastructures,
the world where the membrane between human and machine is becoming everyday more
porous. In the context of this show, Dona is the only of the four artists who has chosen to work
within the conventions of the stretched canvas, but her work is hardly retrospective. In a painting
such as Bodies of Multiple Dwellings (2016), the polyphonic spatial and retinal effects force the
viewer to conceive new ways of looking at abstraction. The artist’s distinctive combination of
paint types (oil, acrylic, sign paint and a variety of powdered pigments) contributes to the sense
of the unforeseen, as does the delicate violence with which she builds up her surfaces and
images. The results are paintings where systems seem to be simultaneously collapsing and
emerging, a condition that is true of all the work in this exhibition.
It was 30 years ago that Yve-Alain Bois published his influential essay “Painting as Model”
in which he points out that “abstract models” do not precede the artwork but that “the work
produces them by itself for anyone who takes the trouble to notice.”iii This is very much the
situation we find with Pedro Barbeito, Lydia Dona, Franklin Evans and Fabian Marcaccio, whose
art offers four distinct and deeply interrelated models for thinking, and also supplies us with
brilliantly fashioned tools to help turn the direction of that thinking, in all its pictorial dynamics,
toward ourselves—which is where it was always heading in the first place.
i

Alva Noë, Strange Tools: Art and Human Nature, Hill and Wang, New York, 2015, p. 30

ii Charles Bernstein, “Disfiguring Abstraction,” Critical Inquiry, Spring 2013, p. 497
iii Yve-Alain Bois, “Painting as Model,” October, Summer 1986, p. 126.

Bois credits art historian
Hubert Damisch for this insight, citing an essay where Damisch reproaches Jacques Lacan for
trying to impose his theories upon French artist François Rouan.

